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NEXUS reactivates Nexus United, with a central hub to support 
Ukrainian refugees starting today  

 

Geneva, March, 2nd, 2022 – Before a full statement to come tomorrow on the conflict in 

Ukraine, NEXUS Automotive International is today relaunching a central hub address, 

nexusunited@nexusautomotive.eu, to co-ordinate offers of help and support the 

suffering refugees. 

 

A war zone in Europe is a humanitarian issue for the wider N! community, and it is a 

command to act! 

 

To be operational as quickly as possible, we have reactivated the address 

nexusunited@nexusautomotive.eu so that anyone can provide help, whether you are a Nexus 

member, Nexus supplier, a Nexus partner, or an individual. 

 

Please offer whatever logistical support you can. Nexus Automotive International will push all 

offers to this dedicated address, and our N! community in Eastern Europe will take the lead to 

make all offers operational and see they reach those most in need. 

 

Emmanuel Voguet, Nexus Communication Director, will drive all humanitarian offers to the 

dedicated hub, and his colleague Hubert Slock, CEO of Nexus Automotive Central Europe, will 

organize the last connection, to make the support effective.  

 

Nexus Automotive International will launch a call to help and will collect any goods and 

supplies offered that are required to be sent to our friends who are suffering. 

 

International rights must be respected, as well as sovereign countries. This international right 

is the only one we recognize, the integrity of the borders of a sovereign country must be 

respected.  

 

Nexus will hold an extraordinary Executive Committee meeting today to make the appropriate 

decisions. 

 

Nexus is committed. Send all your logistic support for Ukrainian refugees at 

nexusunited@nexusautomotive.eu 
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About Nexus 

Founded in 2014, NEXUS Automotive International is building the future of the automotive aftermarket. Imbued 
with its entrepreneurial values, N! is revolutionizing the automotive aftermarket by providing innovative 
solutions for sustainable, digital and connected mobility, while supporting its community, wherever distributors 
and manufacturers are located in the world, by offering services to accelerate their growth. 
NOT! invents and structures new approaches and new concepts that will become the standards of tomorrow, 
ensuring the success of distributors and manufacturers of automotive and truck spare parts. 
More information: NEXUS Automotive international 
 
Press contacts only: Julie Fontaine, Corporate Communication Manager 

+ 33 6 26 73 39 03 / Julie.fontaine@nexusautomotive.eu  
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